Patch Release Notes
Polycom® RealPresence® Distributed Media Application™
Release label:

9.0.1_P4

(9.0.1_P4_Build_8153-full.bin)

Built on version:

Polycom DMA System v9.0.1.3

Released files:

ISO, OVA, Hyper-V and the upgrade file

Purpose
DMA v9.0.1.4 contains all fixes from all previous releases to date, up to and including
v6.4.1.8 and v9.0.1.3. Please refer to those Release Notes for a complete list.
The Resolved Issues section below captures issues that were fixed in this release.
The Known Issues list captures issues that were reported since the last GA release of DMA.
Recommended workarounds are tabulated where applicable.
Resolved Issues
Patch 4 for DMA 9.0.1 (i.e. v9.0.1.4 or v9.0.1_P4) has been augmented with the following
items:
Key
EN-114629
EN-114008
EN-112359
EN-111351
EN-110161
EN-109551
EN-109241
EN-108025
EN-94747

Summary
Unable to integrate with AD due to parsing altSecurityIndentities from
Certificate
Cannot modify PCO conference room (MCU, pool order, territory, conference
template)
Content gateways does not join R/C meetings
DMA crashed and ran out of memory due to numerous registration request
containing unique Alias from the same User Agent
Content sharing fails in RealConnect call
DMA stops responding and eventually hangs when trying to search/display
the list of local/AD users, under Users page, if its database contains a huge
number of AD users.
Some H323 calls were disconnected while DMA was reporting Array full at
H323 stack log
DMA not deleting conference alias during automatic VMR cleanup script. OTD
is unable to create new conferences receiving a 409
User trying to join the conference link using a particular ID but the call was
not connecting and it is showing far end tunnel is unreachable. DMA logs
show the call was rejected due to license limit
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Known Issues
Issues that have been identified since the release of DMA 6.4.1.8 and DMA 9.0.1.3 but are
not included in 9.0.1.4 are intended to be fixed in a future release.
Key
EN-68666

EN-75557
EN-82093

EN-82138

Summary
Instructions about restore of a 6.4 HA backup to a 9.0 HA DMA have not been
updated with new workflow.
WORK-AROUND:
1. Write down all the network information (IP, domain, routes, NIC
information) for your secondary node of your HA pair.
2. Take a backup of your HA pair and download it. If you intend to use the
same IPs on your new system, it is best to shutdown these DMAs before
continuing.
3. On your 9.x DMAs, keep them in single-server configuration. On the DMA
meant to be the first/primary node, apply the backup as a restore (through
the USB stick or the DMA GUI).
4. On the DMA meant to be the second node, manually enter your network
information from #1, and allow it to reboot.
5. Once both DMAs are up, manually configure HA mode on the primary
node. Allow it to reboot.
6. After the primary node DMA reboots, go back to the HA page and choose
“Configure peer”. Follow the steps in the popup window and click OK.
7. Allow the second/secondary node DMA to reboot.
8. Once the secondary node is back up, you should have a DMA HA pair that
contains the information from your old set.
DMA Displays Scrambled Exception When Trying to Configure a Supercluster
Peer as an External SIP peer
After successfully scheduling a VMR with date, start and end time, if you edit
the VMR, large arrows show on the schedule and integration page but
numbers are missing. Happens on IE11 only.
Scheduled VMR is displayed on the UI even after the VMR has expired or
been deleted

EN-83859

Inaccurate MCU Alarm status (mcuState) displays in DMA Integration > MCU
page

EN-86211

Hostname gets swapped after upgrade of HA DMA cluster from 6.4.x to
9.0.1.1
CMC: Cascade from RMX to AV/MCU in an escalated Skype direct call into
VMR call when AV_MCU_CASCADE_RECONNECT flag is set to YES
Certificate cannot be installed on DMA #2 and new CSR cannot be created on
DMA#2 of a supernode DMA 9.0.1 despite a re-image
Not able to download CDR with “The file could not be downloaded.”

EN-91544
EN-91849
EN-91894
EN-92264
EN-94284
EN-94774

DMA 9.0.1.1 fails to clean up mixer if terminated VMR was secured
conference on RMX, making the VMR unreachable afterwards
Changing h.323 settings/signaling settings within 5 seconds after a h.323 call
from RPD has completed requires a DMA reboot.
CDR file was not generated – Error of ‘CDR could not be downloaded due to
Internal server problem’
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EN-97347
EN-98367
EN-98551
EN-98683
EN-100216
EN-102958
EN-104265

EN-104272
EN-104927
EN-105699
EN-107667
EN-108096
EN-109567
EN-112551

DMA v9.0.1 - Randomly EP part of ATX aren't connecting into RPRM
scheduled conference
DMA: SIP Audio phone calls made from RealPresence debut or RPD
disconnects after 30 seconds
Elite: DMA sends 502 Bad Gateway error to Avaya session manager when
attempting to establish audio cascade link
DMA-9.0.1_P1: after removing DMA from supercluster, DMA got stuck and
required a reboot to recover
Active directory is not syncing correctly on the same servers. Alert history
shows that enterprises conference rooms differs between servers.
In “Conference Rooms” pages of Admin user, DMA VMR numbers are not
aligned in serial and can’t search if VMR number is in other page but can be
dialed.
In setting the list of MCUs that an enterprise customer need to establish first
before each of its meeting, we can not specify H323 Room ID by the format:
MCU_IP##RoomID
DMA WebUI: RMX status is Unknown under DMA WebUI Integrations ->
MCUs if you make MCU system name in Russian
Export CDR data contains no data empty blank in all 3 and same when using
API.
DMA stopped responding to gatekeeper registration requests but continued to
route calls
Heartbeat alerts indicating that DMAs were flapping between each other in a
supercluster
Excessive garbage collection can cause DMA to run out of disk space due to a
bug in the ha plugin gc.sh
DMA is not resolving the embedded DNS name for all sites

EN-113698

H323 call failed to be setup between 2 MCUs if conference name is fully
Chinese characters
HA Pair – restore an HA backup to VIP without breaking HA – result is that
proximo won’t start. Workaround: Use the Physical address of each node of
the HA Pair to do the restore.
Editing conference duration in VMR resets to 0 hours when edited again

EN-116048

Calls drop when the passive node rejoins in HA config

EN-113551
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Prerequisites/Configuration Considerations
•

See table below for Supported Upgrade Paths

•

When upgrading from 6.4.x to a 9.0.x the system will not preserve the call history
information. To keep this data, backup the databases, upgrade the DMAs, and then
restore the databases.
Supported Upgrade Paths
Current
Version
5.0.x,
5.1.x,
5.2.0

Intermediate
Upgrade


Intermediate
Upgrade

Intermediate
Upgrade

Final
Upgrade

New License
Required?



6.2.2.22

 6.4.1.13



9.0.1.45

Yes.



6.2.2.22


6.4.1.13



9.0.1.45

Yes.

6.1.x,
6.2.x,
6.3.x


6.4.1.13



9.0.1.45

Yes.

6.4.0.x,
6.4.1,
6.4.1.1,
6.4.1.2

 



9.0.1.45

Yes.

6.4.1.3,
6.4.1.4,
6.4.1.5,
6.4.1.6,
6.4.1.7


DELL-HWUtility4



9.0.1.45

Yes.

6.4.1.8



 9.0.1.45

Yes.

9.0.0,
9.0.0.1,
9.0.0.2


DELL-HWUtility4



9.0.1.45

No.

9.0.0.3
9.0.1
9.0.1.1
9.0.1.2
9.0.1.3



 9.0.1.45

No.

5.2.1,
5.2.2.x,
6.0.x

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.2.11

Use DMA-upgrade_5.2.1-bld8r112427.bin to upgrade to 5.2.1.
Use 6.2.2_P2_Build_202581-rppufconv.bin to upgrade to 6.2.2.2.
Use 6.4.1_P1_Build_232148-full.bin to make the final upgrade to version 6.4.1.1.
Use DELL-HW-Utility.bin DELL-HW-Utility for R630s.
Use 9.0.1_P4_Build_8153-full.bin to make the final upgrade to version 9.0.1.4.

Note: 6.2.2.2 was selected because it is the most recent GA release that will allow an upgrade from a pre6.1.0 system.
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Upgrading Superclustered or High Availability (HA) Systems
If you have superclustered or High Availability systems to upgrade, note the following
requirements:
•

If you upgrade the RealPresence DMA system from any of the supported 6.4.x and
earlier versions, you must break your superclusters before you upgrade to version
9.0.1.x. After you upgrade each system, you can reestablish your supercluster
connections.

•

If you upgrade a RealPresence DMA system HA pair from version 6.4.x, you can upgrade
one of the systems or the virtual IP and the upgrade will be applied across both HA
systems. After the upgrade, you must re-enable the systems as an HA pair.

•

If you upgrade a RealPresence DMA system HA pair from version 6.4.x, the certificate
requirements for HA may change. Because of this change, the DMA system certificate
may be reset to a default self-signed certificate when the systems are re-enabled for HA
on 9.0.x. As the certificates may be reset, be prepared to issue a new DMA system
certificate from your Certificate Authority after the systems have been re-enabled for
HA.

Installation Notes
1. It is always recommended that configuration backups are taken before upgrades.
Please follow the instructions in the OPERATIONS GUIDE for the Polycom®
RealPresence® Distributed Media Application™ (DMA®) System which can be found
on the Polycom Support site:
RealPresence DMA System Operations Guide 9.0.0.2

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://support.polycom.com/content/dam/polycom-support/products/UCInfrastructure-Support/management_scheduling/user/en/dma-operations-9-0-0.pdf
Before continuing, ensure the intermediate upgrade using the DELL-HW-Utility
Release Notes are followed if applicable.
Download the upgrade file for DMA v9.0.1_P4
Login to DMA and navigate to Maintenance > Software Upgrade
Select “Upload and Upgrade” and choose the upgrade file
DMA processes and applies patch
NOTE: If you are performing an upgrade on Hyper-V you will observe:
a. A warning screen with a green status bar and flashing red text bar.
b. When the status bar completes, a flashing red screen will be displayed.
c. The upgrade should successfully complete several minutes after the flashing
red screen is first observed.
d. A few minutes after you see the flashing red screen, try to open the DMA GUI
window.
e. If it doesn't come up immediately, wait and try again.
f. It may take up to an hour after the upgrade begins for it to complete, so
continue to try to load the DMA GUI window.
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Automatically send usage data
DMA will automatically send usage data if you have checked the “Automatically send usage
data” checkbox while accepting the End User License Agreement (EULA). To see what you
have selected; you can go to Admin->Local Cluster->Licenses on the DMA UI. A description
on what type of data is sent is provided in the DMA Operations Guide under section
“Automatically Send Usage Data”. As this data is used to continually improve the product,
Polycom recommends that this be kept enabled.
Please note that if your local DNS server does not resolve
customerusagedatacollection.polycom.com, the Analytics service in DMA will query to
Google DNS server (8.8.8.8) to resolve that DNS name.
To see the actual data being sent to Polycom from DMA, go to Maintenance->System Log
Files on the DMA UI. Select a log archive and click on “Download Archived Logs”. After the
log archive is downloaded on your local machine, unpack the log archive. In the main
directory, you will see a file called analytics.json. That file contains the data that is being
sent.
Hypervisor Environments for Virtual Edition
The RealPresence DMA system OVA is configured to require 146 GB hard disk capacity,
which Polycom has set for standard installations. To increase the required hard disk
capacity, create a VM instance with the desired hard disk capacity and install the system
using the RealPresence DMA system ISO file.
Note: The only benefit to having a larger hard disk capacity is the ability to store more log
files.
Products Tested with 9.x Releases
Product

Tested Versions

Hypervisor Environments for Virtual Edition
Polycom supports mixed Hyper-V and VMware environments, but has not tested all
configurations and combinations.
VMware vSphere®

5.5, 6.0, 6.5

VMware vCenter® Server

5.5, 6.5

Microsoft Hyper-V

Microsoft Windows Server 2016,
Datacenter edition

Upgrading a RealPresence DMA Version 6.4.x System Configured for Use with a
RealPresence Access Director System
Versions of the RealPresence DMA system prior to version 9.0.x supported SIP guest dialing.
A RealPresence Access Director System could be configured to send “guest” (unauthorized)
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SIP calls to the RealPresence DMA system in such a way that the RealPresence DMA system
would invoke an alternative, unauthorized dial plan. The RealPresence Access Director
system could be configured to prepend a prefix and the RealPresence DMA system would
recognize that prefix and direct the call to the unauthorized dial plan. This RealPresence
DMA system version 6.4.x feature was configured in Signaling Settings > SIP Settings. This
SIP setting is not available in version 9.0.x, but you can achieve the same effect by using
the following procedure.
RealPresence DMA System Configuration
Version 6.4.x and 9.0.x of the RealPresence DMA system have different configuration
settings related to SIP guest dialing.
Version 6.4.x
• Unauthorized dial plan with dial rules U1, U2, etc.
• Authorized dial plan with rules A1, A2, etc.
• Signaling settings with the unauthorized prefix (for example, 77) and "strip prefix"
optionally enabled.
Version 9.0.x
The Signaling Settings page has been split into separate H.323, SIP, and WebRTC signaling
pages. The SIP Settings page does not have an option to configure unauthorized prefixes.
Any unauthorized port settings in a RealPresence DMA 6.4 system will carry over during the
upgrade to the 9.0.x system.
When upgrading from a version 6.4.x system, Version 9.0.x includes two predefined dial
plans: Default Dial Plan, with dial rules A1, A2, etc., and Guest Dial Plan, with dial rules U1,
U2, etc.
Step 1. Duplicate the Guest Dial Plan Rules Within the Default Dial Plan
After upgrading to version 9.0.x, you need to duplicate all the Guest Dial Plan rules within
the Default Dial Plan.
1 Go to Service Config > Dial Plan > Dial Plans.
2 In the Guest Dial Plan, select the first dial rule (U1).
3 Under Actions, click Edit Dial Rule.
4 Note all the settings in the dial rule:
a Description
b Action
c Other items configured within the rule
d A preliminary script (if one exists) and if it is enabled.
5 Add a corresponding dial rule in the Default Dial Plan and configure the values of the
rule:
a Description
b Action
c Other items configured within the rule
d The preliminary script (if applicable), enabled or disabled.
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6 Move the rule to the top of the Default Dial Plan.
7 Repeat the preceding steps for each rule (U2, etc.) in the Guest Dial Plan.
8 In the Default Dial Plan, insert a new dial rule, Block, between the rules duplicated
from the Guest Dial Plan and the rules that were already in the Default Dial Plan.
The Default Dial Plan should then look like the following:
• U1
• U2
• ...
• Block
• A1
• A2
• ...
The dial rules in the Guest Dial Plan can remain there. They won't be referenced; but if
calls are made to an unauthorized port, the dial plan will correctly handle them.
Step 2. Create Preliminary Scripts for the Guest Dial Plan and Block Rules
After you duplicate all the Guest Dial Plan rules within the default dial plan, configure the
following changes in the RealPresence DMA version 9.0.x system.
1 Using a copy of the model script, create a preliminary script for each of the Guest Dial
Plan rules and the Block rule.
2 Make the following changes to the model script for each rule:
a Replace the “77” prefix with the prefix defined in the RealPresence DMA version 6.4
system. Ensure that you set the “strip_the_prefix” option to false if the prefix
should NOT be stripped.
b If a preliminary script was defined for any of the U1, U2, etc., dial rules on the
RealPresence DMA 6.4.x system, insert that script into the middle of the copy of the
model script you created for the duplicate of the dial rule within the Default Dial
Plan.
The newly-added Block rule will not have a counterpart on the RealPresence DMA 6.4
system, but it MUST have the model script in version 9.0.x.
Results
Using preliminary scripts to direct guest traffic on the RealPresence DMA system via a prefix
has the following outcomes:
• The incoming SIP calls distinguished by prefix will be directed to the Default Dial Plan,
so the dial rules for these calls must be in the Default Dial Plan.
• The preliminary script detects whether there is a prefix in the dial string. If there is
not, the script directs the system to skip the dial rule.
• The preliminary script can optionally strip the prefix before passing the DIAL_STRING
to the dial rule.
• If the RealPresence DMA 6.4 system had a preliminary script, it is invoked only if the
prefix was found, and has been (optionally) stripped.
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• The Block dial rule is needed to assure that any calls with prefixed dial strings do not
fall through to the Authorized dial rules (A1, A2, etc.).
Limitations:
If there are multiple prefixes with different logic regarding stripping (for example, 77 is
stripped but 66 is not), that is beyond the scope of this process.
Model Script
Use the following model script to create a preliminary script for each of the guest dial rules
and Block dial rule.
// use this dial rule preliminary script with any initial dial rules that should apply to guest
calls sent to DMA from RPAD with a prefix.
// after all the initial dial rules, add an additional dial rule, with action = Block. This will
keep guest calls from hitting the non-guest dial rules.
// REPLACE the 66|77 below with the list of guest prefixes that is configured on your RPAD
and recognized in your DMA, separated by vertical bars.
// If you have only one prefix, (e.g., 77) you can write it as (77) without a vertical bar.
// This version always strips the prefix. If you need a version that *does not* strip the
prefix, change the value of "strip_the_prefix" to false.
var GuestPrefix = '(66|77)';
var strip_the_prefix = true;
var strippedDialString = strip_prefix(DIAL_STRING, GuestPrefix);
if (strippedDialString == DIAL_STRING) {
// no stripping occurred, so there was no prefix. skip this dial rule.
DIAL_STRING = strippedDialString;
return NEXT_RULE;
}
// stripping occurred, so this dial string had a guest prefix. remove it and process this dial
rule.
if (strip_the_prefix) DIAL_STRING = strippedDialString;
// ------------------------------
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// IF THERE IS ANY MORE PRELIMINARY SCRIPT LOGIC, IT SHOULD GO BETWEEN THE
DASHED LINES.
// -----------------------------return;
// this function returns the stripped dial string. If it is unchanged, there is no prefix.
function strip_prefix(dial_string, prefix) {
var sipRegEx = new RegExp("^(sip[s]?:)" + prefix);
// try stripping from SIP.
var stripped = dial_string.replace(sipRegEx,"$1");
if (stripped != dial_string) return stripped;
// DMA 6.x does not support Guest Dialing/Unauthorized dial plans for H.323. The
following code could be used if a customer wants to implement guest dialing by prefix for
H.323.
// try stripping from H.323.
// whether or not any stripping occurred, return whatever the replace returns.
// var h323RegEx = new RegExp("^((h323:)?)" + prefix);
// return dial_string.replace(h323RegEx, "$1");
// this return is not needed if H.323 stripping is included; but is necessary if the H.323
code is commented out.
return stripped;
}
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APPENDIX A: EN-75564 System Ports Table Change request: DMA 9.0.0.2 Operations
Manual > Web Browsers > System Ports
System Ports
The following table lists the inbound ports that may be open on the Polycom RealPresence
DMA system, depending on signaling and security settings, integrations, and system
configuration.
Note that the DMA system’s ephemeral port range is 20000-35999 for communication with
external SIP devices. The H.323 stack uses ephemeral ports from a different range.
RealPresence DMA System Inbound Ports
Port

Protocol

Description

22

TCP

SSH. Only available if Linux console access is enabled.

53

TCP/UDP

DNS. Only available if the embedded DNS server is enabled.

80

TCP

HTTP. Redirects to 443 for access to management interface (IPv4).
Redirects to 443 for access to RealPresence Platform API (IPv4 and
IPv6). HTTP access is not allowed. Disabled in enhanced security
mode.

123

UDP

NTP. Only available if an NTP server is specified in Time Settings.

161

UDP

SNMP. Default port; can be changed or disabled.

443

TCP

HTTPS. Access to management interface (IPv4).

1719

UDP

H.323 RAS. Default port; can be changed.

1720

TCP

H.323 H.225 signaling. Default port; can be changed.

5060

TCP/UDP

Unencrypted SIP. Default port; can be changed or disabled;
additional unencrypted ports can be added.

5061

TCP

SIP TLS. Default port; can be changed; additional encrypted ports
can be added.

5986

TCP/TLS

Used for WinRM 2.0 communication during Polycom contact
creation in Active Directory.

8080

TCP

HTTP. Redirects to 443 for access to management interface (IPv4).
Redirects to 443 for access to RealPresence Platform API (IPv4 and
IPv6). Used for uploading upgrade packages and backups. During
upgrades, the progress page is served from this port. Disabled in
enhanced security mode.

8443

TCP

HTTPS. Access to management interface (IPv6) and RealPresence
Platform API (IPv4 and IPv6). Redirects to 443 for access to
management interface (IPv4).

8989

TCP

Supercluster communication.

36000-61000

TCP

Used by the H.323 stack. Some of these ports are used as
ephemeral ports when the RealPresence DMA system initiates a
connection and others are used as inbound ports.
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